When everything seems to be going against you, remember that the airplane takes off against the wind, not with it.

– Henry Ford
Failure is the price of entry for ACHIEVING SOMETHING GREAT

...Harness it!

• Take responsibility…own it, fix it, share it
• Nurture your network
• Focus on the long game
Nobody wants to lead a **SCRIPTED LIFE**
Steel Sharpens Steel

CHANGE is a headwind...

...Harness it!

- Choose an unscripted life
- Know your audience
- Honor the ‘Wingman Contract’
- Loosen your grip
- Steel sharpens steel
BEING BROKEN is a headwind…

...Harness it!

- Cultivate your new perspective
- Embrace your new level of compassion
- Yield to overcome
- Resilience to resurgence
FAILURE is a headwind…

CHANGE is a headwind…

BEING BROKEN is a headwind…

Turn into your headwinds…and POWER UP!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicole-malachowski/